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Manometer Pressure Gauge 

 

Manometer pressure gauge made in China is a 

standard pressure gauge, the house of the 

Ningdian® manometer pressure gauge is 304 

stainless steel, the bezel has two type: snap-in or 

rolling ring, the material is also 304 stainless 

steel, the socket is copper alloy,sometimes, it is 

chromed plated. The connection has many types: 

1/2”, 3/8”, 1/4”. 1/8”. G. BSP. NPT, G The elastic 

element is brass with C shap or loopy bourdon 

tube. The window is often polycarbonate or glass. 

The accuracy is easy to loose if the pressure range is low, so it has bubber plastic bag and 

paper box package. 

  

 

Product Description 

The China Ningdian® manometer pressure gauge is a measurement device used to calculate the 

applied force by a liquid or gas on a surface.Pressure gauges are extensively used in domestic, 

commercial, and industrial applications. They provide a quick indication of the pressure in a system 

for equipment installation, configuration, and operation.Manometer pressure gauge is suitable for 

gaseous and liquid media that are not highly viscous or crystalling and will not attack copper alloy 

parts.  

 

The high quality manometer pressure gauge from China factory are available with a bottom or 

back type connection, the 304 stainless steel case is resist corrosion, some times,  it need a flange 

or U-clamp to install it on a machine. So the connection much has a slot to suit for U type 

bracket,  if it needs a flange, the bezel has to be rolling ring. 
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Description of manometer pressure gauge 

Size: From 1.5” to 10” 

Pressure 

Range: 
From 30inHg to 15000psi 

Socket: Brass , stainless steel material or chrome plated 

Thread: BSP, NPT, BSPT, PT, ZG and other special specification 

Bourdon tube: Phosphor bronze or Stainless Steel material 

Case :  Chrome plated,304 St St ,316 St St 

Bezel: 

No bezel , black steel press-on bezel, chrome plated press-on bezel, 

304 St St 

press-on bezel or 316 St St press-on bezel 

Window: Plasitic press-in , PC lens, glass lens and screw-on PC Lens. 

Dial Plate:  Single , dual or three scales (Bar, Psi, Kg/c ㎡, Kpa, Mpa) 

Accuracy: 3-2-3%,2.5%,1.6%,1% 

Movement: Steel, brass or stainless steel material 

Pointer: Aluminium or stainless steel material 

U-Clamp: Chromed plated or St St material 

Flange: Chromed plated or St St material 

Restrictor: Brass or St St material 

Over Pressure: 130% 

 


